2013-2014 W&L Law Annual Fund List of Donors
(as of June 26, 2014)

If you have already contributed to the 2013-2014 Law Annual Fund, we thank you for your contribution. Please proof the listing of your name as it appears below so that we may recognize your generosity. *If you have made a pledge commitment but have not fulfilled it, your name will not appear below. Names will be updated as pledges are fulfilled.*

If you have not yet contributed, please support W&L Law School and ensure that your name appears in the final honor roll published this fall by making your gift or pledge payment by June 30. Remember, every gift makes a difference!

*Names are listed alphabetically by class. To locate a name quickly, please click “control + F” and a find box will appear for you to type in the name.*

1938  Hal Clarke

1941  Fred Bartenstein

1942  Howard Dobbins
       Austin McCaskill

1945  Jim Naccarato

1947  Bill Sommer

1948  Bob Haley

1949  Don Bain
       Bob Goldenberg
       Bill Greer
       Mo Miller
       Jack Porterfield
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Luther White

1950  Ernest Gates
      George Gray
      John Lane
      Bart Quaintance
      Charlie Rowe

1951  Jack Bailey
      Mike Barrett
      Virgil Bowles
      Tom Condon
      Jim Graybeal
      Sam Hairston
      Al Knight
      Frank Love
      Don Mason
      Bob Moody
      Grover Outland
      Scott Shott

1952  Art Birney
      Ray Haman
      Jack Kiser
     Joe McGee
      Penrod Toles
      Jim Turk
      Maynard Turk
      Sol Wachtler

1953  Tom Damewood
      Bob Glenn
      Charlie Tucker
      Bill Vogel

1954  Dick Denny
      Bob Jacobi
      Bob Kane
      Joe Kilgore
      Don Klenk
      Al Milberg
      Al Modena
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Milburn Noell
Roger Perry
Talbot Trammell

1955  Marvin Anderson
      Jim Gabler
      Andy Gallagher
      Mack Holekamp
      Richard Hudgins
      Jay Jackson
      Rex Kaiser
      Jack Kay
      Gerry Lenfest
      Wally McGraw
      Bunk Rugeley
      Reese Stipes

1956  John Blume
      Reno Harp
      Jason Sowell
      Tom Turner
      Wiley Wright

1957  Tom Broyles
      Noel Copen
      Sam Davidson
      Tom Lohrey
      Opie Pollard
      John Stump

1958  Harold Craig
      Mark Davis
      Curly Greenebaum
      Hardin Marion
      Bob Stroud
      Chuck Watson
      Tom Wilkerson

1959  John Alford
      Joe Amato
      Dick Anderson
      Colin Campbell
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Claude Carter
Tom Frith
Bob Kaufman
Joe Knakal
Bill Lemon
Sandy MacNabb
John Richards

1960
Bill Bath
Tom Branch
Manley Caldwell
Bill Crowell
Mike Garner
Neal Lavelle
Bayles Mack
Charlie McCormick
Vic Millner
Henry Morgan
Tom O'Brien
David Palmer
Ike Smith
Jordan Smith

1961
Tom Bryant
Jack Buchanan
Page Garrett
Phyz Lemmon
Michael Masinter
Bill Miller
Nick Rodriguez
Warren Welsh

1962
Charlie Broll
Dick Lang
Bill Moore
Bill Moore
John Paul
John Petzold
Macon Putney
Larry Smail
Joe Spivey
Bing Van Nuys
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1963  Ken Beall
      Paul Boswell
      Malcolm Burton
      Bill Clark
      Joe Hess
      Jerry Kesten
      Edwin Lancaster
      Mal Lassman
      Uncas McThenia
      Paul Penick
      Skip Ruhle
      Leonard Sargeant
      Jay Wilks

1964  Ned Ames
      Bob Bannon
      Tom Budd
      John Dinkel
      David Gibson
      Jay Gorry
      Lionel Hancock
      Jack Hardwick
      Bill Keens
      Barry Kerchner
      Ben Lynch
      Ed MacKinlay
      Dick Mattingly
      Ben Meluskey
      Kemp Morton
      Don Partington
      Michael Pitt
      Charlie Reed
      Pete Straub
      Dave Tharp

1965  Andy Anderson
      Dan Balfour
      Jim Bowie
      Ralph Buxton
      Fred Casto
      Jim Farmer
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Gene Griffiths
Paul Hammack
Bill Harris
John Huss
Gunslinger Lathrop
Bob Stone
Jim Surface
Frank Sutherland
Sandy Walton

1966
Bob Baldwin
Buddy Bennett
Duke Bumgardner
Baxter Davis
Richard Farr
Don Huffman
Pete Johnson
Ron Sommer
Paul Thomson
Dutch Van Rensselaer
Ray Vizethann
Michael Watkins
Kent Wilson

1967
David Andre
John Bartlett
Charlie Bowie
Tom Corry
John Culley
Ray LaJeunesse
Joe Logan
Tommy Meadows
Al Mitchell
Dick Mitchell
Ron Moore
Holmes Morrison
Roscoe Reynolds
Eddie Russell
Rusty Ryland
Conway Sheild
Herb Smith
Joseph Tate
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Jimmy Treadway

1968  Dave Adams
       Charlie Berger
       Joe Brown
       Parker Denaco
       Paul Dunbar
       Bob Duvall
       George Fisher
       Vance Funk
       Larry Hepler
       Bruce Jackson
       Carroll Klingelhofer
       Dick Livingston
       Ron Marks
       Mike Michaeles
       Roy Morgan
       Louie Paterno
       John Peck
       George Ragland
       Steve Rideout
       John Roberts
       Harvey Savitt
       Bill Schildt
       Tom Stover
       Wick Stuart
       Charlie Vickers

1969  Jay Adams
       Bob Bigham
       Bill Bobbitt
       Bob Culpepper
       Ed Dickson
       Mike Edwards
       Dan Hall
       Bob Harrison
       Pete Hendricks
       Tim Henry
       Fred Hudson
       J.D. Humphries
       Hugh Jones
       John Kelly
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Bruce Leckie
Jack Lintner
Hunter Manson
Bill McClung
Val McWhorter
Tabor Novak
Dave Redmond
David Ross
Bill Stuart
Dean Vegosen
Hubie Young

1970
Wayne Bell
Dick Bradford
Jim Cluverius
Mike Colo
Bill Corban
Rob Cosel
Ed Crosland
Ben Cummings
Leighton Houck
Tom Houser
Dick Lasko
Frank Morrison
Tim Murphy
Bob Patterson
Terry Roach
Bill Stone
Aron Suna
Whit Thornton
Butch West
Jim Winn
John Zink

1971
David Baird
Tom Baker
Al Carr
Jim Dawson
Guy Glenn
Rob Hartmann
Rev Jones
Charlie Lewis
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Al Orgain
Jerry Roehl
Paul Stanton
Paul Tribble
Jay Turner
Ben Williams
Gene Woolard

1972  Bill Anderson
      Tim Askew
      Bob Beakley
      Bill Block
      Rich Boyer
      Hank Coxe
      Jim Crawford
      Robert Deaderick
      Jim Ewalt
      Fred Fletcher
      George Gautsch
      Roger Grayson
      John Griffith
      Mark Heatwole
      Stewart Hurtt
      James Jennings
      Brandy Martin
      Larry Morhous
      Sam Painter
      Tom Pettyjohn
      Jim Philpott
      Bill Quisenberry
      Paul Robblee
      Barker Stein
      Lex Tarumianz

1973  Rick Anderson
      John Baldwin
      Fred Batten
      Bill Batten
      Jess Crumbley
      Thomas Czelusta
      Greg Digel
      Philip Dundas
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Larry Fifer
Rhett Flater
Bob Giammittorio
Tom Gosse
Toby Harder
Al Hulten
George Jones
Craig Kalemjian
Rogers McCall
Jeff Miles
John Miller
Alan Nash
Jim Patterson
Ridge Porter
Ted Ritter
Mac Squires
Jim Stalnaker
Starke Sydnor
Scott Turner
Wick Vellines
Ken Wernick
Bob Westerman
Willie Wood
Tim Wright

1974  Dave Beyer
      David Bradt
      Peter Brittin
      John Broadway
      Chris Buechler
      Dave Carlton
      Jay Costan
      Bill Elliot
      Bill Etherington
      Jim Fitter
      Dean Foster
      Larry Framme
      Craig Garner
      Alex Gelinas
      Mike Herman
      David Johnston
      Jim Kelley
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Mark Kelso
Tom King
Jody Kline
Rex Lamb
Woody Lookabill
Glenn Moore
Bill Oast
Jonathan Rogers
Doug Schwartz
David Shapiro
Curt Steele
Greg Stillman
Hamp Tisdale
Bill Walsh
Paul Wilber
Joe Wise
Larry Young

1975
Steve Arey
Bob Bonney
Harry Bosen
Noel Clinard
Sam Darby
Dave De Jong
Steve Finley
Grady Frank
Paul Garlock
Fred Granade
Chris Habenicht
Bill Hamilton
John Hoffman
Terry Jackson
Henry Jernigan
Pete Kane
Pete Kolyer
Dan Krisky
Steve LaCroix
Fran Lawrence
Angelica Didier Light
Jon Lynn
Don McMillan
Joe Pippin
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Steve Robinson
Pierce Rucker
Frank Slavin
Terry Smith
Dan Stacey
Beau Stubbs
Perry Thompson
Cary Tolley
Charlie Tomm
Sally Wiant
Jeff Willis
Tom Wotring

1976
Justin Adams
Al Chipperfield
Lynch Christian
Chip Clark
Nan Robertson Clarke
Hal Clarke
Paul Clay
Bob Dilling
Frank Duemmler
Jeff Dusek
Hiram Ely
Bob Forst
Dale Galasso
Robert Grey
Wayne Heslep
Dick Hooker
Steve McGraw
Lawrence Melton
Tom Murray
John Norris
Gary Pope
Tom Sansonetti
Mike Sarikas
Barry Snyder
Jon Spear
Scott Vaughn
Cliff Walters
Bill Worthington
Rick Woulfe
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1977 | Ron Adams  
Bill Baldwin  
Jim Barnett  
Mark Berton  
Bruce Brennan  
Dave Cranshaw  
Wayne Edwards  
Ted Ellett  
Jeff Fluck  
Bob Goodlatte  
Richard Gottlieb  
Ted Grosser  
Anne Gundersen  
Bill Hansen  
James Hartley  
Russ Hewit  
Joseph Kane  
Chuck Lollar  
Everett Martin  
Brad Martin  
George Moore  
Jim Nicholson  
Chris North  
Jeff Parker  
Mike Rowan  
Jerry Short  
Douglas Stark  
Doug Thomas  
Chip Thullbery  
Bill Wallace  
Jim Webster  
Sam Webster  
Pam White  
JP Woodley |
| 1978 | Frank Barr  
Ted Beasley  
Mike Bowman  
Keith Boyette  
Skip Burkart  
Clay Clark |
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Mac Cushing  
Mark Dicken  
Townes Duncan  
David Falck  
Maryellen Flaherty Goodlatte  
Jeff Harris  
Allen Irish  
John Klinedinst  
Jack Kopald  
Jon Leckerling  
Raymond Leven  
Doug McNeel  
Pamela Rogers Melton  
Ken Parks  
Gene Perry  
Ray Price  
John Ratzel  
Jon Sager  
Steve Schwartz  
Jim Swanson  
Mike Thornton  
Rex Yancey

1979  
John Allevato  
Vance Berry  
Dan Beyer  
Stan Brading  
Bill Broadhurst  
Matt Calvert  
Susan Hamilton Churuti  
John Cocklereece  
Mark Davis  
Paul Dominick  
Beau Dudley  
Tack Eddy  
Charles Falk  
Rick Goddard  
Peter Gregory  
Tom Healy  
Dave Heilberg  
Mike Hubbard  
John Jessee
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Frank Lafalce
Scott McCandless
Lou McFadden
Bill Moffet
Jessine Monaghan
Donna Mueller
John Murphy
Stu Nibley
Sam Nolen
Jim Olson
Barry Plunkett
Riker Purcell
Jerry Quinlan
Larry Remmel
Peter Richardson
Bill Seidel
Bob Vaughan
Lynne Prymas Vollmer
Peter Williams
Susan Gray Winstead
Bob Womble

1980
Arne Arnesen
David Brandley
Doug Broeker
Ed Brown
Jack Clark
Bob Connolly
Jack Corrado
Gina Ednie Davis
Felicia de Courcy
Jordan Dorchuck
Mac Dorris
Sally Pruett Falck
Tony Fox
John Fraser
Joan Gardner
Betsy Callicott Goodell
Bill Goodell
Llew Hedgbeth
Tom Henson
Tom Justice
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Walt Kingsbery
Bob Link
Eva McComas
Jim Osick
Lesley Brown Schless
Eric Schless
Lisa Turley
Patty Van Allan
Chris Wolf
Lanier Woodrum

1981  Cleve Abbe
      Bill Abernathy
      Nate Adams
      Blas Arroyo
      Jim Berl
      Jon Berman
      Trish Brown
      Meg Campbell
      Jeffrey DeBoer
      Malinda Dunn
      Jeff Edwards
      John File
      Sam Flax
      Shawn George
      Jeff Gray
      Sharon Corey Hoffman
      Todd Hyde
      Walt Kelley
      Jenelle Mims Marsh
      Gene Marsh
      Bob McLusky
      Tom Millhiser
      Bo Moorhead
      Sam Price
      Jim Segall
      Toosie Smith
      Steve Stephenson
      John Timmons
      Rebecca DuBose Ward
      Dawn Warfield
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1982
Eric Anderson
Larry Barden
Ed Bedford
David Black
Jim Chapman
Rob Couch
Julia Thigpen Crenshaw
Craig Davis
Cynthia Reed Eddy
Ed Falkowski
Linda Davis Frith
Dan Frith
Tom Gearen
Paul Gerlach
Amy Arbucho Grattan
Kevin Gray
Dean Greer
Bruce Hahn
Lucinda Harrison Harrison-Cox
Bill Johnston
Jamie Kanner
Kevin Lamb
John Lanier
Andy Lark
Kevin McCorkindale
James McLaren
Joe Mentor
Craig Morris
David Munroe
Cheryl Nikonovich Nikonovich-Kahn
Richard Nikonovich-Kahn
Jeff Palkovitz
Bill Robinson
Thom Savage
James Shoemaker
Caroline Wannamaker Sink
Guy Sweet
Steve Talevi
Scott Thomas
Lizanne Thomas
Cathi Sullivan Ward
Rick Ward
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Chip Welch
Pat Sinskey Wynn

1983
Steve Abraham
Dave Bucey
Mona Gillis Edwards
Tom Egan
Millard Fretland
David Friedfeld
Leslie Goller
Pat Walther Griffin
Brooks Hock
Carolyn Camardo Jernigan
Matt Kimball
Linda Klein
David Koogler
Wade Lail
Randy Light
Jamie MacAyeal
John McGarry
Ron Melville
Steve Middleton
Cecily LaVigne Morris
Price Morrison
Alan Munro
David Natkin
John Padgett
Sam Perkins
T. J. McKenney Person
John Person
David Phippen
Bill Powel
Cathy Riddick
Pam Ryan
Gordon Stewart
Jacki Ward Talevi
Ken Terwilleger
Rick Thomas
Sandy Thurston
Leigh Ann Galbraith Wobst
Franck Wobst
Patricia Woehrlen
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Reggie Wright

1984  Bill Alden
       Jamie Canup
       Lawrence Crowther
       Carl Disque
       Bo Drew
       Jane Allen Fletcher
       Barry Gainey
       John Gallagher
       Paul Gerhardt
       Peter Goldsmith
       Dave Hansen
       James Hicks
       Kent Ihrig
       Mary Miller Johnston
       Tim Kilgallon
       Ben Mathis
       Grant McGuire
       Randy Minchew
       Andy Nelson
       Mike Pace
       Jay Powers
       Laurie Rachford
       Kevin Rardin
       Dan Riley
       Gordon Robertson
       Frank Rogers
       Andrew Sanders
       Tommy Shepherd
       James Simpson
       Lever Stewart
       Dona Szak
       John Tatooles
       Al Tibbetts
       Andrea Fulton Toliver
       Doug Ulrich
       Susan Voorhees
       Craig Wood
       Heather Young

1985  Kevin Buckley
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Tom Butler
Connie Pierce Casey
Mary Madigan Cassidy
Randy Coffey
Terry Dunn
Dan Evans
Paul Fletcher
Nancy Morris Gallagher
Jeff Giguere
Brent Gunsalus
Gordy Hammock
Carl Hankla
Cindy Jewett
Ron Katkocin
Jim Kay
Tom Lisk
Scott Matchett
Billy Mauck
Eileen McCabe
John Morrow
John Murray
Mary Zanolli Natkin
Sharon Brewer Nault
Ross Newell
Susan Palmer
Alicia Brown Powers
Seth Prager
Jonathan Rak
Bob Ray
Peter Rosenwald
Ray Ruhlmann
John Saunders
Lynn Boepple Su
Mary Beth Powell van der Zee
Cheryl Boggs Walsh

1986
Paul Beers
Dana Bolton
Martha Boyd
Barbara Bruckmann
Stoke Caldwell
Jack Clary
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Janna Johnson Cummings
Steve Dellett
Greg Duncan
Nora Putnam Dunn
Paul Feinman
Anita Filson
Jeff Gaines
Yvonne Steenstra Gibney
Paul Griffiths
Steve Grist
Phil Hanrahan
Frasier Ives
Tom Jones
Jim Lance
Mike Parrish
Lee Quinn
Ned Rugeley
Rob Stolzman
Lynn Kidd Suter
Steuart Thomas
Pete Walsh
Paul Ware
Michael Weinsier

1987
Edward Allen
Laura Misner Baker
Tyler Brown
Gary Bryant
Christopher Carl
David Colf
Anne Grove
Jessica Hamilton
Tim Hartley
Curtis Henderson
Glen Koontz
Ruth Ellen Duvall Kuhnel
Paul Kuhnel
Cathy Stronach Leitch
Nick Leitch
John McVeigh
Tim Menter
Andrew Prescott
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Dandrea Miller Ruhlmann
Virginia Carruthers Smith
Don Spratt
Scott Tucker
Neilli Mullen Walsh
Marcy Berg Weinsier
Hugh Wellons
Rick Whalen
Tom Woodford

1988  Stacy Blank
      Phil Buchanan
      M.J. Chernin
      Paul Colella
      Joyce Alcox Coleman
      Mark Davis
      Jim Ferguson
      Jenifer Grundy Hollett
      Alisa Hurley
      Steve Jordan
      John Kral
      Lisa Lee
      Harv Lester
      Heather King Mallard
      Mark Murphy
      Robert Muth
      Kathleen Keith Oddo
      Matt Pappas
      David Schilli
      Bill Schwartz
      Joe Slichts
      Powell Starks
      Jim Vines
      Monica Miller Walsh
      Scott Wilkinson
      Wanda Phillips Yoder

1989  Mary Hoge Ackerly Anderson
      Lori Lauck Archie
      Mike Archie
      Bob Brickman
      Terry Caldarone
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Marie Buttarazzi Coukos
Patrick Darby
Wade Fricke
Vito Gagliardi
Karin Garvin
Laura Gray
Brady Green
John Hall
Jim Higgason
Julie Hotchkiss
Kevin Keller
Tom Mack
Brian Manning
Robin McCabe
Darrin McCullough
Sue Appel McMillan
Knox McMillan
Andrew Milne
Alan Ragan
Don Schultz
Ellen Westbrook Slichts
Scott Stimpson
Jill Talbot
Robin Winn
Anne Yuengert

1990
Roger Alsup
Pui Cheng
Michael Cohen
Caroline Roberts Darby
Alicia Scott Devine
Keith Duet
Dan DuPre
Richard Duvall
John Golwen
Tim Hodge
Garrett Horsley
Charles Jamison
Tim Keeney
Kathy McLeroy
Kym Oltrogge
Steve Patterson
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Harriette Haile Shivers
Perry Shuttlesworth
Anne D'Errico Smith
Leslie Smith
Tom Smith
Robert Szathmary
Ed Tiffey
John Trevey

1991
Vaughan Gibson Aaronson
Trina Bragdon
Melissa Giove Brault
Grant Burns
Frank Cordell
Tom Evans
Martika Parson Gartman
Bill Geary
Charlie Hoffman
Brian Jackson
Cliff Jarrett
Woody Lay
Margaret Graf Linsner
Mary Kay Martin
Bill Mayberry
Tom O'Brien
Brian O'Connor
Jack Piller
Richard Roberts
Lee Hays Romano
Stephen Siegel
Beth Perry Snodgrass
Cliff Stricklin
Susan Swecker
Catherine Hobart Thompson
Elizabeth Wilbourn Williamson
Ken Woodrow
Claude Worrell

1992
Heather Johnson Camp
Betsy Ennis Dulin
Rama Elluru
Ed Enoch
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Elizabeth Ewert
Jef Fagan
Kelly Learish Faglioni
Dave Giles
Sam Goncz
Lisa Meadows Graziano
Chris Hagenow
Bill Hawk
Bonnie Hobbs
Jeff Howeth
Chong Kim
Cassandra Kirk
Chris Kuelling
Victor Lago
Jessica Martin Lane
Jim Lane
Kathleen McLaughlin
Tod Melton
Michael Mueller
Doug Pettit
Susanna Surface Piller
Matt Pollack
Jane Quirion
Eric Raudenbush
Chris Robertson
Leslie Ann Shaner Shaner
Paula Smith Sherlock
Craig Tiller
Daniel Victor
Clark Worthy
Joe Zasa

1993
Christie Champlin Adams
Amy Balfour
Julie Barbo
Shannon Murphy Brown
Brad Brown
Dutch Bumgardner
Mark Cathey
Joe Ciccone
Beckwith Archer Cooper
Margaret Oertling Cupples
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Kelley Doran
Chris Enloe
Greg Garbacz
Lee Garlove
Kathy McCormick Graves
Kerry Gum Grey
Georgia Sullivan Haggerty
Nan Hannah
Mike Hastings
Bob Howie
Monika Jaensson Russell
Lori Elliott Jarvis
Susan Jewell
Mike Joyce
Doug Kilday
Kelly Kilmartin
Bobby Lilly
Katherine Londos
Craig Lowell
Bobby Majumder
Tom Mitchell
Mike Pittenger
Sarah Powell
Moira Roberts
James Scales
Clint Shaw
Julia Fessenden Slater
Adri Spain Spain
Sandy Thomas
Monoka Venters
Sally Broatch Waudby

1994
John Barton
Roger Bowers
Bill Callahan
Nelson Cary
Mary Stilts Ciccone
Jim Cowan
Tanya Dobash
Kacy O’Brien Donlon
Ronda Brown Esaw
Anna Gibbons Forbes
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Amy Vickers Fritz
Dan Gary
Rima Fawal Hartman
Elizabeth Mason Horsley
John Hussell
Jim Lake
Mark Maloney
Patti Mcnerney
Paul O'Grady
Apur Patel
Brandt Surgner
Nick VanBuskirk
Kate Manion Weinstock
Laura Anderson Wright

1995
Lucy Anderson
Eone Moore Beck
Cam Beck
Alexander Boone
Shelley Walters Coleman
Dow Covey
Eric Edwardson
Garrett Estep
Jennifer Thomason Franklin
Tal Franklin
Lavan Green
Kathryn Knack Hagwood
John Jordan
Becky McFerren King
B.J. League
Eddie Lumpkin
Mike Malloy
Toby McCoy
Barbra Pohl Noe
Randy Noe
Cynthia Icard Oakey
Jay Oakey
John Owen
Ann Hoffman Phillips
Joelle James Phillips
Rob Pritchard
Ashley Rowe
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Robert Sartin
Ashley Lemon Shaw
Chuck Smith
Larry Smith
Debbie Krupp Stevens
Lawrence Striley
Dennis Taylor
Chris Terrell
William Toles
Stacy Gould Van Goor
Andrea Wahlquist
Kevin Webb
Kim Maxwell Wilson
Ali Wilson

1996  Kris Ahrend
Morgan Alley
Keith Benedict
Lindsay King Biggs
Lewis Biggs
Brynja McDivitt Booth
Curt Booth
Catherine Peck Bowman
Preston Came
Walt Coleman
Trey Copeland
Bill Crenshaw
Brian Dowhower
Megan Fairlie
Rob Grant
Jason Harmon
Tim Heavner
Scott Johnson
Shannon Kearns
Annette Lanning Kinderman
Scott Kulp
David Lay
Chuck Mehler
Liz Misiaveg Misiaveg-Patel
Jeff Mullins
Carrie Lewis Powell
Brad Powell
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Kristin Ray
Greer Saunders
Rob Sharp
Jennifer Erdman Shirkey
Chris St. Victor-de Pinho
Noelle Starek
Virginia Stevenson
Ed Walker
Tim Zitzman

1997
Rob Aliff
Mike Barre
Peter Bishop
Krista Honaker Bowen
William Browning
Eric Buchanan
Jeanne-Marie Raymond Burke
Darek Bushnaq
David Butow
Carey Kruzshak Cooper
Courtney Camp Enloe
Maria Feeley
Tracy Taylor Hague
Steve Johnson
Mary Anstine Kletter
Philip Lake
Sean Leuba
Bonnie Gerhardt Lo
Cindy Kodama Lowman
Karen Tracy McElhinny
Pete Murphy
Jeff Ouellet
Brant Phillips
Caprice Roberts
David Rodstein
Doug Walker
Matt Weidner
Rick Zechini
Kathleen Flynn Zitzman

1998
Jackie Arends
Tommy Barrett
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John Bateman
Kevin Batteh
Patrick Bradshaw
Bob Buchanan
Livingston Haskell
Christie Hassan
Betsy Fisher Hodge
Dione Joseph
Chris Nguyen Kaelber
Tim Keefer
Elizabeth Maier Langston
Tom Molony
Brent Monteleone
Jason Poling
Joe Seiner
Robbie Westermann
Cooper Youell

1999 Beth Vernier Bailey
Chandler Bailey
John Bartram
Matt Cheek
Kelly Horan Florio
Beth Formidoni
Gini Cooper Gottman
Andrew Gottman
John Hamann
Alice Maples Henley
Russell Jessee
Rob Kaelber
Charles Kemp
Maureen Walsh Kramer
Shane Kramer
Cathy Jackson Leitner
David Leshner
Jonathan MacArthur
Mary Martin
Brandon Marzo
Amy Estes McCullough
Kenneth Moore
Brigid Moore
Mary Beth Naumann
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Melissa Ahrend Nook
Mona Raza
Carrie Risatti
Gary Seligman
Jennifer Shugars
Eileen Vachher Warlick
Chris Weaver
Cabell Evans Youell

2000  Mike Abelow
Douglas Banghart
Ashlyn Dannelly Beck
Purcie Bennett Bennett-Nickerson
Jeannie Hanna Bickhart
Carol Brani
Tamara Mitchell Broughton
David Brown
Janet Fallon
Brad Giles
Jamie Haldin
Corinne Giacobbe Hufft
Clay Hufft
Ryan Keith
Kathleen Kelley
Annie Lee
Nick Leverett
Matthew Mahoney
D.J. Mason
Jonathan McCravy
Susan Ballantine Molony
Melissa Memolo Nichols
John Nichols
Ken Nicodemus
Duncan Pitchford
Sameena Turabi Sabir
Michael Shepherd
Camilla Galesi Solari
Mark Trapp
Chris Wick
Gabe Wright

2001  Jennifer Griffin Anstaett
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Ashley Flynn Bartram
Tony Basch
Pearson Beardsley
Gray Broughton
Mary Beth Chapman
Ross Goldstein
Ben Hargy
Bryce Maynard
Stephanie Daly Mullett
Brace Mullett
Adam Neil
Andy Olmem
Ryan Snow
Kate Calvert Thornton
Jim Thornton
Aloise Bozell Vansant
Amy Brown Walton
Jason Walton
Amy Pierce Wheeler
Brian Wheeler
Jenn Buckey Wick
Kisha Sharpe Winston

2002
Steven Abbott
Ryan Becker
Misty Leon Bernknopf
Steve Brinker
Patrick Bryant
John Buford
Elizabeth Rocovich Cline
Sarah Cravens
Scott Gregerson
Penny Smith Hahn
Wade Jensen
John Kristensen
Alison Bales Martin
Kara McDonald
Meri Triades Pasztor
Audrey Marcello Persian
Pranita Raghavan
Brian Richardson
Andy Robison
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Sarah Scott
Justin Smith
Beth Yusi

2003  Shelley Kelsay Bishop
      Nick Bonarrigo
      Ben Brown
      Nancy Kwon Carter
      Heyward Carter
      Damien DeLaney
      Kiffy Livingston Dvorchik
      Katy Eldridge
      Emily Cartwright Faucher
      James Faucher
      Carrie Bowden Freed
      Sara McGeorge Galloway
      Heath Galloway
      Meredith Galto
      Sandy Hooper
      Herman Hoying
      Joe Kaufman
      Lisa Fry Lombardo
      Nwadiki Long
      Eddie Neufville
      Adam Packer
      Ryan Preston
      Casey Ratchford
      Emily Belcher Reynolds
      Adam Reynolds
      Debbie Tang
      Gerald Titus
      Greg Van Hoey
      Matthew Ward
      Marie Washington
      Rich Weibley
      Krista Lindsey Willim

2004  Jennifer Nelson Andrews
      Dan Atkinson
      Ross Barton
      Bridget Blinn Blinn-Spears
      Whitney Goodwin Bouknight
Heyward Bouknight
Hilary Martin Chaney
Nathan Chaney
Matt Earle
David Freed
Kevin Georgerian
Graham Gerhardt
Kristen Grunewald Hager
Brian Hager
Ingrid Heide
Joshua Jones
Keely Madron Knipling
Tim Lankau
Mike Lawhead
Karen Sykora Morrison
Dan Payne
Evan Sauda
Angie Hepler Schoonover
Jeffery Scott
Mark Snider
Joel Symonds
Jason Timoll
Virginia Trice Vance
Jeff Vollmer
Ida-Gaye Warburton
Kori Hubert Wilson
Thomas Wilson

**2005**
John Almy
Angela Ernst Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Susie Richter Bilbro
Christina Bowden Burgess
Jim Coleman
Ben Danforth
Joseph Dunn
Kristin Ellis
Helena Joly Gardner
Andrea Chase Glasgow
Ryan Glasgow
Marc Granger
John Hagan
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Jared Hembree
Brian Knipling
Melissa McClellan
Aaron McCollough
Kim Thomas Messmore
Bridget McLaughlin Morris
Mitchell Morris
Jennifer Belcher Munsey
Ron Page
David Powell
Luis Rivera
Gregory Simatic
Dan Simmons
Morten Skroejer
Morten Skroejer
Seth Steed
Chris Swain
Ben Thomas
Lara Jacobs Todd
Chris Van Blarcum
Chris Vrettos
Katie Suttle Weinert
Nathan Weinert

2006
Katie Tritschler Boone
McGuire Boyd
Martin Boyle
Dave Christensen
Carter Deupree
Hans Dyke
Jonathan Ellis
Shannon Borromeo Goldsmith
Mark Goldsmith
Lauren Hoelzer Helenek
Lauren Troxclair Lebioda
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